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Abstract--The investigation about the problem of detection of a point of change in ARMA parameters 
has basically concerned the AR model (see Refs [1-4]). The extension of the obtained results to an MA 
and ARMA model is not possible. So, we have elaborated a strategy of detection which is applicable to 
a general ARMA model. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The strategy of detection uses a sliding window through the consideration of two sets of 
observations, noted M0 and MI. The set M0 includes the observations (x l , . . . ,  x._k+~), whereas 
MI includes (xl . . . . .  x,), where k refers to the length of the sliding window. The ARMA model 
is: 
p q 
E a, Xt_,= E bjE,_j, 
,=0 j=0 
where a0 = b0 = 1. 
We note 
0 = ' (a l ,  . . . , av, b I . . . . .  bq, 0"2). 
We test the null hypothesis of no change 
n0:{0 = 00}, 
against he hypothesis 
Hi:{3r/0=00 Vt<<.r and 0=01 Vt>r}. 
The Gaussian innovations E,are distributed as N(0, tr2). Under H0, the analysis of the estimators 
O~ "2 and 0 ° constructed respectively in the set M~ and M0, leads us to establish a statistic which n-k+l  
is asymptotically distributed as X~ with v = p + q + 1 degrees of freedom. 
As regards the properties which are required by the initial estimation [5] in the framework of 
maximum likelihood estimation, we will use the set M0 and construct O.-k+~O which will be used 
as initial estimator for the obtention of 0~" referring to the set MI. The results will be those of 
a simulation study referring to a Gaussian MA of order 1 and made out on DPS 8/70 computer 
from CIRIL (Vandoeuvre Les Nancy). 
Let an ARMA 
2. THE PROBLEM TO RESOLVE- -NOTATIONS 
P q 
y a,X,_,= E 
i -O j=O 
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we note then 
and 
we write 
and 
let us write 
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X t = mj  E t _ j  
j=0  
E,=~d°.X, j, j - 
j=0  
ho(z)= ~ m°z j
j=0 
h;,(z)= 
j=O 
q(t,O) = ~ d°X,_j, ] 
t -jEobs(t) 
where obs(t) = 1 . . . . .  n)n(s E M/s <<. t) if O~ is an initial estimator of O, we recall that the function 
n 2 1 " Ln.'S(x, 0~) = -~ log 2na - ~ ~=~ r/2(t, 0~), 
is the approximation of the likelihood function given by Box and Jenkins [6], and that 
., , n 2 n ,lC"n f - l(Oin 'L.(x,O.)= - -~log2na --4--nn _ 2)I.(2)d2, 
is the function given by Whittle [7]. We note: 
n 
and 
Is.j(O) = -~n ( -  n -' L S.'s(O)), 
( j= l  . . . . .  t, tJjp+q. 
We recall that [5], if 0~ is an estimator which is %(n)-consistent [i.e. if ro(n)(O~ - 0o) is bounded 
in probability when n--.oo], where %(n) is a power function of n verifying: lim,o~ %(n)= oo. 
Then we have: 
- I  B . J  i i p- l imS,  k(O~.)=p-lim ( -n  L. (0.)) (O.)=Sjk, j , k= l ,p+q,  
n~ n~ 
where 
Let 
Sj~ = ~l f ~ . I--~Jh~l(e~>')f°(2 ) O-~k h~l(ei~'~] 0=00 
if Og is the solution of the system 
01,2  i - I i i = e .  - s .  (O . )s . (O3 
f ~-d~ L J(O) = o, 
i= l ,p+q,  
d2. 
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then 
p - lim "~(I)(n)(Onl'2 -- On a) = O, 
ncx) 
where ~°)(n) is a power function of n which verifies 
• ( i )  n l~m (~) /~0(n) )  = 0. 
In a study about point of change [1], we have used the statistic: 
l n -k+l  
0. ) ,  
20"5 ,=l 
in order to "compare" the M0 and Mt models. The critical level noted t., for the considered test, 
is obtained by approximation of the Z~ with v = n - k + 1 degrees of freedom by the Gaussian law 
N(x/2(n -k  + 1), 1). 
This critical level t. is written: t. = (x .+x/2n  +2k  + 1), where x. is the aimed point of 
percentage r ferring to N(O, 1). The main inconvenience of this method results from the fact that 
t. is an increasing function of n. When proceeding sequentially, this has the effect of increasing the 
delay in the detection. Moreover, Bagshaw and Johnson [4] established in their study a statistic 
which converges in distribution to a Wiener process. By generalizing the stop test of Hinkeley [8], 
they defined approximately a critical level h. referring to the ct chosen. But their test 0 = 00 against 
0 =01 does not correspond to our problem which consists to test Ho:O =00 against 
HI: {3r/O = OoVt <~ r and 0 = Ol Vt > r} 
3. DESCRIPT ION OF  THE ALGORITHM 
Let us note O°_k+l the estimator of 00 obtained under the hypothesis H0 by using an adequate 
initial estimator [5]. We consider the hypothesis that the instant of change r occurs when the 
estimator has stabilized, i.e. when n -k  + 1 is high enough but less than r. 
Let 0~. '2 be the estimator of 00, also obtained under the null hypothesis when no change occurs, 
according to formula (1), but using 0 O,-k+l as initial estimator (0. ~'2 and 0 ° . -  k +, are maximum 
likelihood estimators and therefore asymptotically efficient)• We write: 
Property I 
Under the hypothesis H0: 
01,2__ 00 S- i , ,OO x ,,0o n - -  n -k+l - -  n ~ n -k+l )Snt  n-k+l ) .  
ltt~l'2 O° , ) - -x /n  k+l (  0° k+l 00)] = 0. p - l im[~/n -k+ w.  - .-k+ -- - -- 
and 
noo 
Demonstration: We know that 
p - lim Sn(Onn_k+l) -= S 
p - lim s.(O0) = O. 
nO0 
- I  0 -1 S. (O._k+I)=S + ~,. 
For a n >f No, we write: 
(1) 
s.(O°.-, + i) = s.(Oo) + s . (o ' ) (o°_k  + , - Oo), 
where ~ is a random matrix converging to zero in probability. As n - k + 1 is high enough, O.Ok+l 
and Oo are close to each other and: 
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where ' o 0. ~ (O._k+ l, 00). We can write 
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s . (o9  = s + ?', 
where ? '  is a random matrix converging to zero in probabil ity, it therefore follows: 
s~(O°-k+~) = s.(Oo) + (S + ?')(00_k+ l -- 00) 
by substituting this formula in equation (1), we have: 
0~.2 o ) (O~-k  + l --  0o)) __On_k+l=-_ (s - - l .~_? ) (sn(Oo)_}_ (S_~_?  ' 0 
O0 ~ 0 S- l sn(Oo)  "Jl- ?Sn(OO) "Jl" S - l (S  -Jl- ~ ' ) (  n -k  + l - -  O0) "Jl" ? (  S "J~ ~ ) (On-k  + l - -  00) 
S -~ "~0° 0o) = 0 ° - 0o) + 0o) + ?S(O°_k+,  S- ISn(O0)  "~- ~sn(Oo) "~- ( n -k+l  [ \ n -k+l  - -  - -  
t 0 +?? (O.-k+, - 0o), 
by multiplying the two members by ~/n  -k  + 1, we obtain: 
1,2 o 0 o = S_lx/n + x/n -k  + 1((0. - -0 . -k+l ) - - (  ~-k+t--0o)) -k  ls~(Oo)+?x/n -k  + lsn(0o) 
+ S- '? 'x /n  - k + l(0°_k+ l -- 0o) 
1 o + ?Sx /n -k  + (O.-k+l 0o) 
-- 1 0 _00) ,  + ??'x/n k+ (O._k+l 
as x/n - -k  + ls~(0o) converges to N(0, S - I)  in distribution, then it is bounded in probabil ity and 
as 
p - lim ? = 0 
not3 
then 
we also know that 
therefore follows that 
• p 
p - l lm~? = 0, so: 
for the same reasons, 
and 
p - l im ?x /n  - k + ls~(0o) = 0 
x/n- -k+l (O°_k+~--Oo)  converges to N(O,S -~) in distribution and it 
x /n -k  + l (0°_k+~--0o) keeps bounded in probabil ity. Moreover,  as 
p - - l imS-17 'x /n  k+ 0 -- l(O~_k+ t - - /90)=0 
n~ 
p -- lim 77'x/n - k + l(00_k+ t -- 00) = 0 
t t~ 
p - l imTSx/n  -k  + l (0°_k+t- -  0o) = 0 
riCO 
it therefore results that: 
lit01,2 ao 0 o p - l imx/n -k+ ~ . - -V . _k+l ) - - (  . -k+ l -- 00)) = 0. 
n~x; 
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Property 2 
Under H0, we have 
- -  00  1.2 0 Ga-k+l(On ))--(Gn-k+,(On-k+|) Gn-k+,(O0))] O=p l!m,/n-k + 
Demonstration: We write: 
A = x/n - k + l(Gn_ k + ,(0n1'2)--G,,-k+Z(0o))=x/n _ k+l,(O~.2 _ Oo)(VGn_k+l)(On) ,, 
O' where VG._k+, (n) is the gradient of Gn_k+ ,(O'n) calculated at an intermediate point 0~ E (0~ '2, 0o); 
as 
x/n - k + 1(0" - 0o) ~< x/n - k + I(0~'2 - 0o) ~< x//-n(O~ "2 - 0o), 
it implies that x/n - k + I(0~ - 0o) is bounded in probability since x//-n(0~ '2 - 0o) is bounded in 
probability. 
As 
p - l im (0~ '2 - 0o) = 0, 
nOD 
it follows that: 
p - lim (0'. - 0o) = 0 (2) 
nOD 
moreover, 
VGn_ k + ,(O'~) = 202Sn_k + ~(O'n) = 20~(Sn-k + ,(O0) + (S  + ~5,)(0"~ -- 00)), 
where ~, is a random matrix converging to zero in probability. It results from equation (2) that: 
p - l im (S  + J l ) (O~ - -  00) = O, 
nO0 
SO 
• , 2 (00)) = O, p - hm (VGn_k+l (On)  - 2o sn-k+, 
nOD 
then 
p - -  lira [A - ~ /n  - k + lt(O. 1'2 - O°)202Sn_k+, (0o)] = O; 
nOD 
but 
p - l im (S . _k+ I (00)) = 0 
not~ 
and ~/n -k  + 1'(0~ '2-  0 °) is bounded in probability; then we have: 
p -- lira A = O. 
nod 
Before we expose the theorem used in the test for detection, let us introduce the hypotheses that 
we will call "conditions H*" .  Let X, be an ARMA satisfying the hypothesis of stationarity, 
ergodicity and regularity. 
In the framework of general regularity conditions, pertinent to the theory of maximum likelihood 
estimations, i.e. if ho(z) is a rational function in z, whose coefficients are twice continuously 
differentiable with respect o 0, and whose poles and zero are of modulus trictly greater than 1 
for 0 = 00; thus we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 1 
If the conditions H* are satisfied, so we have: 
l(0n -- On-k+1) 
Z.= vn n -k+ 12 o I(G._, + 1(0. ) - Gn-k+ 1(On-k+ 1)) 
which converges in distribution to 
 (o(S 0),) 
where h = 1/2o "4. 
Demonstration: The theorem follows from properties 1 and 2 and from the fact that: 
[ _ l0  _00o, ] ~/n k+ (On-k+, 
x/n k + l(Gn-k+l(On-k+l)- Gn_k+t(00)) 
converges in distribution to 
.(o(S 0;) 
Consequence: The random variables Un and Vn are asymptotically independent, and therefore it
results with the following property. 
Property 3 
The statistic 
(s 
~ = 'zn h i  
is asymptotically distributed )~ law, where v = p + q + 1. 
We now state another form of Theorem 1 which uses the spectral density f(2, 0) of X,. The 
density f(2, 0) is supposed to be continued in (0, 2) and is written: 
where 
and 
f (2 ,  O) = ~lq'°(e")12 
2~ko0(e")l 2'
P 
¢o(e '~) = ~ aje °:" 
jffi0 
q 
goo(e') = ~ bje i& 
j=0  
Let us note -n-k+rO') ] the periodogramm of X,: 
1 n-k+l n-k+l 
In_k+l(2)=2~(n_k + l ) ,ffi~ x,e"' 2'ffi, x,e-':". 
and introduce the statistic: 
~2 f~ f (On_k+,, o -i o ~,)In_ k + l (~) d~,. G*-k  + l (On-k  + l ) = ~-~ff _ 
Remark: Gn_  k + ! o (On-,+,) is not depending on ~2 because 
fn  e K., 2 
G*-k+l(OO-k+1) = -,~l~-k+1(A)d2' O=O0-k+l. 
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Theorem 2 
If the conditions of Theorem ! are satisfied we have the following conclusions under the 
hypothesis H0: 
ru.1 I - /  1{012 0 o ~ q z '  (a) .=[_w._l-- L/n k + l(G*_k+,(0~2) -G*_,+,(0°_,+')) 1 
is asymptotically distributed as 
(b) The statistic 
:)-,). 
is asymptotically distributed as Z~, where v = p + q + 1. 
Demonstration: Let V(Oo) be a ncighbourhood of 00, we recall that [5] if 
fl(O) = La_k+I(X,O)" --Ln_,+,s'J (x,O), 
then 
sup I/~(o)1 = o,(1) ;  
o~ ~Oo) 
On-k+l related to convergence of the estimators o and 0~ '2 to 00, we may write: 
>~ NoO._,  + , e 0 :  ~ V(Oo) 3No Vn o V(Oo) and t 2 
so, we have: 
but 
Ifl(0 °-k +, )l = Op(l), 
I/~(0"2)1 = O,0) ,  
I /~(°°-*+') l  20 .2 = x /n  - k + 11G, , _k+, (0~ "2) - -  G,,_k+*, (0~'2)[ = 
x/n -k+ 1 
* 1,2 I~(°"=)l 2~ = ,/n -k  + l lG._k+l(O~'2)--G._k+~(O. )1 = 
x/n -k+ 1 
2~lo,(1)l 
x/n -k+ 1' 
2~21o,(1)1 
x/n -k+ 1' 
(3) 
(4)  
expressions (3) and (4) converge to zero in probability when n-* oo. 
It holds then that conclusions of Theorem 2 are implied by Theorem 1 and its consequence. 
Case of  first order MA or first order AR 
Theorem 1 gives: 
x/su, , N (O,  1) 
noo 
in distribution 
v~ , N(O, 1) 
R~ 
in distribution, where h = l/2~r 4. 
Since the statistics un and v, are asymptotically independent, hus the statistic u, - -su 2 + hv:, is 
asymptotically distributed as Z~; v -- 2. 
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The critical region of the test is 
su~ + hv~ >i t~, (5) 
where t~ is the critical level corresponding to the level of significance ~ desired. For example, for 
= 10%, we have t~ = 4.605. 
Moreover, if n* is the first n which verifies inequality (5), it will be decided that: 
r ~(n* -k  + 1,n*). 
4. PO INT  EST IMATION OF THE INSTANT OF CHANGE r 
Let 0 ° (respectively 0~) the estimator of O0 (respectively 01 ) obtained from the set of observations 
(X  I . X*  . . . . . .  k+ I) [respectively (x* , . . . ,  x,)]. 
Now, let L~(n* -k+2 . . . . .  n* - l ) ;  we note 0 ° (respectively 0[) the estimator of O0 
(respectively O0 obtained from the set of observations A =(x~ . . . . .  XL), [respectively 
B = (xL+ m,. . . ,  x,)] we write then: 
on the set A: 
and on the set B 
so, we have: 
and 
where 
- I  0 0 
o ° = o ° - s ,  (O , )sL (O, ) ,  
01 -~ O~ - -  S -1 01 S 1 . -L(  ,) .-L(O,) 
x//-L.(O ° -  Or°)~N(O, SoJ), in distribution when L~ 
x/~ - L.(O[ - O~)~N(O, Si-1), in distribution when n - L~,  
So=S(Oo) and St=S(Oj) .  
The estimator * of r is obtained by minimizing the expression: 
0 0 1 I ,~L '(o ° , o,)(o~_, o°)+'(o~+~ o~) = _ - - - -O , ) (OL+l - -  
and we write 
r* = arg min. D.L]. 
L¢[n -k+2,  n - I ]  
Table I 
. .  o, ° o~ : o ° oL 
551 - 0.476 0.846 517 - 0.486 0.835 
521 -0 .556  0.804 499 -0 .510 0.804 
526 - 0.567 0.812 497 - 0.539 0.808 
525 -0.501 0.823 413 -0 .494 0.832 
522 - 0.531 0.786 494 - 0.524 0.789 
r ffi 500; 0 o f  --0.5; 01 = 0.8 0 .2 •0.1; k ffi 200. 
Table 2 
. ,  o, ° o~ •* o ° o~ 
704 0.125 0.542 510 0.125 0.514 
669 0.073 0.490 505 0.076 0.489 
648 0.01 0.491 505 0.054 0.494 
671 0,067 0.496 490 0.062 0.49 I
593 0.072 0.518 442 0.078 0.512 
• =500,  0o= --0.1; 01 =0.5;  0.2=0.1; k =200.  
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5. S IMULAT ION STUDY 
We consider the s imulat ion of  a first order MA using 1000 observat ions under the fol lowing 
model:  
X, = [00~,_. + E,, i f l~<t~<r ,  
Lt1~E,_ ~ + E,, i f r  + 1 ~<t ~< 1000. 
The innovat ions are Gauss ian with zero mean and variance a2. For  their obtention, we have used 
the random number  generator  based on the wel l -known multipl icative congruential  Box-Mul ler  
method.  The s imulat ion results are shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
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